Immobilization of alpha(1)-acid glycoprotein for chromatographic studies of drug-protein binding.
A new method for preparing immobilized alpha1-acid glycoprotein (AGP) for use in drug-protein binding studies was developed and optimized. In this approach, periodate was used under mild conditions to oxidize the carbohydrate chains in AGP for attachment to a hydrazide-activated support. The final conditions chosen for this oxidation involved the reaction of 5.0 mg/mL AGP at 4 degrees C and pH 7.0 with 5-20 mM periodic acid for 10 min. These conditions helped maximize the immobilization of AGP without significantly affecting its activity. This method was evaluated by using it to attach AGP to silica for use in high-performance affinity chromatography and self-competition zonal elution studies. In work with R- and S-propranolol, only one type of binding site was observed for both enantiomers on the immobilized AGP, in agreement with previous studies using soluble AGP. The association equilibrium constants measured for the immobilized AGP with R- and S-propranolol at pH 7.4 and 37 degrees C were 2.7 x 10(6) and 4.2 x 10(6) M(-1), respectively, with linear van't Hoff plots being obtained between 5 and 37 degrees C. Work performed with other drugs also gave good agreement between the behavior seen for immobilized AGP and that for soluble AGP. The same immobilization method described in this work could be used to attach AGP to other materials, such as those used for surface plasmon resonance or alternative biosensors.